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Value-Driven V-Model: From Requirements Analysis to Acceptance
Testing
Youngsub HAN†a) , Member, Dong-hyun LEE† , Byoungju CHOI†† , Mike HINCHEY††† ,
and Hoh Peter IN†b) , Nonmembers

SUMMARY
The goal of software testing should go beyond simply
finding defects. Ultimately, testing should be focused on increasing customer satisfaction. Defects that are detected in areas of the software that the
customers are especially interested in can cause more customer dissatisfaction. If these defects accumulate, they can cause the software to be shunned
in the marketplace. Therefore, it is important to focus on reducing defects
in areas that customers consider valuable. This article proposes a valuedriven V-model (V2 model) that deals with customer values and reflects
them in the test design for increasing customer satisfaction and raising test
eﬃciency.
key words: V-model, test design, value-based software engineering, customer value, customer satisfaction

1.

Introduction

Customer value is an essential factor for business success
in the increasingly competitive market. Woodruﬀ defined
customer value as follows [1]: “Customer value is the customers’ perception of what they want to have happen (i.e.,
the consequences) in a specific-use situation, with the help
of a product or service oﬀering, in order to accomplish a
desired purpose or goal.” This definition of customer value
shows that software companies should focus on customer
values in a timely and systematic manner. According to the
TechCrunch report [2], Nokia’s operating loss was 1.073
billion in 2011 and more than 3 billion in 2012 because
Nokia failed to cope with changes in customer values regarding the shift from feature phones to smartphones. Furthermore, Nokia had to lay oﬀ about 16,400 employees,
which was 27% of its mobile and location division, during
the period from Q4 2011 to 2012.
Many researchers have focused on requirements engineering in order to elicit and prioritize customer values in a
systematic fashion [3]–[7]. However, as the software development process reaches the testing phase, customer values
that were considered in earlier phases are often not dealt
with or prioritized properly. In most projects, the test cases
are assigned equal importance for every testing item. This is
referred to as a ‘value-neutral’ approach. Boehm [8] pointed
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out that value-neutral testing can lead to a poor return-oninvestment (ROI) and less valuable cash flows. More to
the point, functions with high customer value can be late
in the order of the testing process under the value-neutral
testing policy. If time-to-market or budget conditions press
the project schedule, these functions are often given insuﬃcient testing. When customers find defects related to functions that customers consider important and valuable, the
customers will become dissatisfied with the overall state of
the software. Therefore, features that the customers view as
valuable should be tested early and intensively.
In this article, we propose a value-driven V-model (V2
model) that reflects customer values from the requirements
engineering phase to the acceptance testing phase. The V2
model advances the well-known V-model by adding an inner
V-process for increasing customer satisfaction and test eﬃciency. The inner V-process provides a method for eliciting
customer value in the requirements analysis and a method
for planning customer value driven test designs for acceptance and system testing. We present the proposed model
with a case study in order to explain the V2 model specifically.
The remainder of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the recent study of V-model, value-based software
engineering, test case prioritization, and the approaches
of software development. In Sect. 3, we explain the V2
model. We introduce a method for the evaluation of the customer dissatisfaction of defects in Sect. 4. We assess the
experimental results and deal with discussions in Sect. 5.
In Sect. 6, we present our conclusions and describe future
work.
2.

Related Work

We overview related work according to the following four
directions: firstly, we survey the concept of V-model and the
works of advanced V-model; secondly, we take a close look
at the works that aim at value-based software engineering
for eﬃcient testing; thirdly, we review the approaches of
test case prioritization; and lastly, we examine the recent
approaches of software development that deal with customer
value.
The V-model is a well-known methodology that systems can be eﬀectively and systematically verified and validated. During project definition phase, verification and validation are considered previously. There are several diﬀer-
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ent forms of the V-model: ISTQB V-model [9] throughout
the testing community worldwide, Das V-Modell [10] that is
the project management methodology of the German government, US V-model [11] that is the system development
guide of US government, and so on. For eﬀective testing, many researchers have advanced the V-model. The Wmodel [12], which is based on the V-model, clearly shows
test activities in development model and clarifies the tasks
of developers and testers. Mathur and Malik [13] proposed
an advanced V-model for adding a quality management plan
that reflects maintenance activities. Clark [14] proposes dual
V-model for system of systems and V-model for family of
systems. Londesbrough [15] proposes that V-model can be
used for rapid application development, agile approaches,
and 3rd party delivery. Gupta and Hussain [16] argued that
the V-model should be used in the personal software process, the team software process, and the six-sigma process
for embedded systems. However, the papers above only
present the big picture for complementing the V-model and
do not include practical case studies. Furthermore, there are
no studies that consider customer value in a V-model setting
in a systematic fashion.
For the eﬃcient testing, value-based verification and
validation (V&V) was introduced early in the 2000s and has
been extended in many diverse and practical ways. Boehm
proposed an agenda for value-based V&V in value-based
software engineering [17]. Value-based V&V involves techniques for satisfying value objectives for software, and sequences V&V tasks in order to operate as an investment
activity. Boehm also proposed the concept of value-based
testing by comparing Pareto’s 80:20 testing with automated
test generation tool: Early tested test cases achieve about
75% to 90% the benefits of testing from an experienced report [8]. Ramler et al. [18] proposed that value-based testing consists of requirement-based testing, risk-based testing, stakeholder involvement in testing, and so on. However,
these papers deal with the agenda and the concept of valuebased V&V, but there is no practical case study for raising
ROI. Huang and Boehm [19] suggested a value-based approach for determining when to stop testing software and
release the product. Faulk et al. [38] proposed value-based
software engineering that focuses on a customer’s perceived
value. They insisted that business requirements be decided
through customer value assessment and company strategic
goals, and software requirements be evaluated and prioritized considering economic perspectives. However, they did
not link customer value to testing. Risk-based testing is used
for optimizing available resources and time as a value-based
test approach. Amland [39] proposed a risk analysis activity
model for software testing. Risk exposure is calculated by
multiplying the cost of fault by the probability of fault. Testing resources are focused on the areas of high risk exposure.
Felderer and Ramler [40] developed a stepwise procedure
for risk-based testing in industrial test processes.
Test case prioritization has been mainly used for increasing the eﬃciency of regression testing [41]. In recent
studies, the approach of test case prioritization is applied in

new testing as well as regression testing. Yoon et al. [42]
proposed a method that prioritizes test cases through a correlation of requirement and risk. Srikanth et al. [43] proposed requirements-based test prioritization with customer
severity, fault proneness, requirements volatility, and implementation complexity as risk factors. Li et al. [20] proposed a value-based testing method that prioritizes testing
based on business importance, quality risk, and testing cost.
The priority value for testing is calculated by multiplying
the business importance and the quality risk and dividing
by the cost of testing. However, the priority value may be
aﬀected severely by the cost of testing. The value that the
customers place on a particular feature may also be aﬀected
by the cost of testing this feature. Li and Boehm [44] focused on test prioritization by risk reduction leverage that
divides risk exposure by the risk reduction cost. Risk exposure is calculated using the diﬀerence between initial risk
exposure and the risk exposure of risk reduction eﬀort afterwards. Test items are ranked by the risk reduction leverage.
However, we focused on test prioritization using the degree
of relationship between the customer value factor and the
test item. Test items are ranked by how well they represent
the customer value. Higher the customer value is, higher
priority of its test case is.
In last decade, the methodologies of software development have been evolved by the mainstream of agile software
development and user-centered design. Agile software development relies on people and their creativity rather than on
processes for overcoming the problems of traditional software methodologies [21]. User-centered design focuses on
the goals and needs of the software’s end-users for delivering the appropriate usability of software [22], [23]. It is important to focus on what customers consider valuable. User
experience (UX) deals with total experience ranging from
traditional usability to beauty, hedonic, aﬀective or experiential aspects of technology use [24]. Customer value as
well as technical attributes and consequences are important
factors to raise customer satisfaction in UX. Recently many
researchers have presented the integrated approach of agile
software development and user-centered design [25], [26].
Brhel et al. [22] presented principles of user-centered agile software development (UCASD). They reviewed the papers of UCASD by classifying publication with the dimension of process, practices, people & social, and technology.
Value-driven approach of software development is similar to
the concept of user-centered design. Value-driven approach
focuses on the high-level needs or system features that is
prioritized by stakeholders based on the perceived business
value [27], [28].
3.

Value-Driven V-Model

The proposed value-driven V-model (V2 model) revises the
well-known V-model by adding an inner V-process as shown
in Fig. 1. The V-model was developed for eﬀective test design at each stage of the software development process. The
V2 model includes acceptance test design and system test
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Fig. 2

Fig. 1

Overview of V2 model

design. The inner V-process for acceptance test design aims
to develop acceptance test cases based on customer value
during the requirements analysis phase. The inner V-process
includes the following five steps: eliciting customer value
factors, calculating the weight of customer value factors,
developing requirements, analyzing customer value of test
items, and designing value-driven test. Step 1 and 2 are
commonly used steps for value-driven test design. During
the system test design process, steps 1 and 2 of the inner
V-process are omitted, because the results from the inner Vprocess for acceptance testing are used instead.
3.1

Step 1: Eliciting Customer Value Factors

We define the customer value factors (CVFs) as the desired
consequences when customers use software. The CVFs are
used afterward to analyze the customer value of test items
and to elicit important customer requirements. Before customer requirements are specifically developed, CVFs are
elicited. In order to elicit CVFs, we adopted the concept
of the customer value hierarchy (CVH) model [1] that is
shown in Fig. 2, and applied the CVH model through focus
group meeting and personal interviews in order to gather
customers’ requests. Customer value is elicited systematically in terms of business strategy from CVH model. The
CVH model includes the following three hierarchical stages:
customers’ goals, desired consequences in use situation, and
desired system attributes.
The customers’ goals represent the desired ultimate
end states that the customers expect to occur when they use
the software. A goal is defined from the customer’s viewpoint and is generally described by using a purpose, an issue, and an object. The purpose includes a key verb that
describes what the customers want to achieve. The issue
refers to an important subject area that requires a solution.
The object refers to the target of the solution (i.e. a product,
service, process, or resource). An example of value elicitation is presented on the right in Fig. 2. An example of goal
represents the purpose as “strengthen,” the issue as “the reliability,” and the object as “data transmissions.” When these

Value elicitation method based on the CVH model

elements are synthesized, the resulting goal is to “strengthen
the reliability of data transmissions.”
The desired consequences in use situations represent
the required qualities for the outcomes that result from using
the software. In this article, we present the desired consequences as CVFs. The CVFs are the elements for achieving the customer’s goal. The CVF is described by quality and outcome. Quality related to outcome is selected in
order to diﬀerentiate goals from the quality in use as defined in ISO/IEC 25010 [29]. We adopt the quality in use
to reflect quality characteristics from customer’s viewpoint,
when customer uses the system. Outcome captures what
customers want to do or the service that customers want to
receive. Outcome is directly related to the accomplishment
of the goal. For an example, in Fig. 2, the outcome of a CVF
is “reliably transmitting files and sending an e-mail.” The required quality in use for the outcome is “eﬀectiveness.” The
resulting CVF is “eﬀectiveness for reliably transmitting files
and sending an e-mail.”
The desired system attributes represent system features
for accomplishing the CVFs. The system development team
considers the latest trends, time-to-market, and costs while
eliciting the main system features for accomplishing the
CVFs. We adapt a feature oriented domain analysis [30]
while eliciting system features. A feature is a prominent
or distinctive customer-visible aspect or characteristic of a
system. In Fig. 2, system features are elicited based on “effectiveness for reliably transmitting files and sending an email.” As a result, enterprise application integration (EAI)
solution is considered in order to enhance fault tolerance
and the recoverability of file transmissions. In addition, the
function that prevents e-mails from being classified as spam
is considered in order to create eﬀective e-mails.
As a case study, we applied the V2 model to the data
exchange system (DES) from the Defense Agency for Technology and Quality (DTaQ). The DES is a system for raising convenience for users during data transmissions between
physically disconnected networks under tightened security.
The DES is required to transmit files and e-mails from the
internet to an intranet or vice versa. In this case study, there
were four goals, eleven CVFs, and eighteen system features
as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

CVFs that were elicited based on CVH model

Fig. 3 Calculating the weight of CVFs by AHP: Left tables show the results of customer questionnaires. The right table presents the geometric
average values of the customer questionnaires and the AHP result according to these geometric average values.

AHP. When the scale of AHP is large, it is diﬃcult to compare pair wise. When the number of CVFs is large, clusters
or pivots method [33] is useful to calculate the weight of
CVFs.
In this case study, the method for calculating the
weights of the CVFs is presented in Fig. 3. We selected ten
customers that are members of business department. The
selected customers answered questionnaires about the pairwise comparison of CVFs. After gathering customers’ questionnaires about pair-wise comparisons of CVFs, we calculate the geometric average of each pair-wise item and obtain the weight of the CVFs by applying the AHP method
to the results. The weight of CVF1 is 0.019, that of CVF2
is 0.126, and so on. The sum of the weight of the CVFs is
1. The consistency ratio needs to be below 0.1 in order for
the consistency to be valid. This case had valid consistency,
because the consistency ratio from the AHP was 0.028.
3.3 Step 3: Developing Requirements

3.2

Step 2: Calculating the Weight of Customer Value
Factors

In this step, the weight of CVFs is calculated to analyze the
customer value of test items in Step 4. In order to calculate
the weights of the CVFs, there are methods: direct subjective evaluation, SMART [31], pair-wise comparison, and a
geometric progression. The pair-wise comparison method
is adopted to calculate the weight of CVFs. The pairwise comparison of CVFs compares CVFs in pairs to judge
which of the CVFs is more valuable. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [32] is a pair-wise comparison method.
Because the AHP has an advantage of verifying the consistency of the pair-wise comparison by consistency ratios,
the AHP is adopted. Customer questionnaires on the pairwise comparison of CVFs are gathered, and the weights of
the CVFs are calculated. However, there is the limitation of

This step includes requirements analysis phase. Requirements are elicited, analyzed, specified, and validated according to the requirements engineering [34]. Customer requirements describe the functional and non-functional requirements without detailed technical knowledge [35]. The
customer requirements reflect the customers’ goals and
CVFs during the user scenarios. System specification describes system requirements that are expanded versions of
the customer requirements [35]. The system specification
reflects the CVFs and system features in detail and determines how the system should be configured in order to support the customer requirements.
In this case study, we deal with the system test design.
The system specification is presented in Table 2. Twentyfour system requirements were developed.
3.4 Step 4: Analyzing Customer Value of Test Items
The customer value of test item (CVTI) is the importance of
test item from customer’s viewpoint. Test item is a group
of functions, transaction, or processes. A test item consists
of a group of test cases, test scenarios, or test suites. The
computation of CVTI is to calculate how valuable a test item
is. In this step, the test designer calculates the importance
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Table 2

Development information of system specification

Fig. 4

Analyzing CVTIs in the data exchange system

3.5 Step 5: Designing Value-Driven Test

of CVTI by using the CVF and its weight from Step 1 and
2. The process of calculation of CVTI is as follow: Firstly,
calculate the degree of correlation between a test item and
a CVF. Secondly, multiply the degree of the correlation by
the weight of the CVF. Lastly, summarize the second value
of each CVF on the test item. When a test item has high
relationship with CVFs having high weight, the test item is
important from customer’s viewpoint. In order to calculate
the correlation eﬀectively, we employ a decision matrix that
is adapted from the VIRE model [3]. A CVTI is expressed
as follows:
CVT Ii = (Ri,1 × weight CV F1 )
+ (Ri,2 × weight CV F2 ) + . . . . . . +
(Ri, j × weight CV F j )
n

=
(Ri, j × weight CV F j )
j=1

where, Ri, j is the degree of correlation for a test item i (T Ii )
and a customer value factor j (CV F j ). The correlation (Ri, j )
is assessed on a scale using the following symbols: ● (9:
strong relationship), 
• (3: moderate relationship), and 
(1: weak relationship). The weight CV F j is the weighted
value of the CV F j in Step 2. The CVTI is high when test
items and CVFs are strongly related, and vice versa.
In this case study, test items are classified according
to the system requirements. The value of a CVTI and its
priority in the system requirements shows on the right of
Fig. 4. SR6 is estimated as the highest priority CVTI.

The test designer designs test based on customer requirements for acceptance tests and based on system requirements for system tests in this step. The proposed test design
strategy is that the test designer concentrates on valuable
test items with the viewpoint of customers. It is important
to focus on reducing defects in areas that customers consider
valuable. Further, the test items are prioritized according to
CVTI. Then, the test area of the test items is decided by the
priority of the test item. The development of the test cases
diﬀers according to the test area. The test designer generates
exhaustive test cases for test items with high priority CVTI,
but reduces test cases for test items that have low priority
CVTI. This ensures that the system features that are related
to CVFs are focused on and are fully tested. However, there
are limitations due to time and the cost of testing. It takes
much time to generate test cases from every system feature
related to the CVFs. It requires much expense to test all test
cases that are generated.
As a result, we propose that the testing eﬀort should be
divided into a valuable test area (VTA), a normal test area
(NTA), and a less valuable test area (LVTA) based on the
CVTI. According to Pressman and Maxim [36], 20% of the
code has 80% of the errors. It is important to find out 20%
of the code that has many errors. Therefore, to find more
defects on valuable area from customer point of view, we
focus on high CVTI. Test cases are enlarged in 20% of high
CVTI, but reduced in 20% of low CVTI, because planned
testing cost should be used eﬃciently. The VTA covers the
test items that are in the top 20% based on the priorities that
are derived from the CVTI. The NTA covers the test items
that are in the next 60% of the test items based on priority
and the LVTA covers the final 20% of the test items. For the
VTA, the test designer generates more 20% test cases related to system features of CVF than NTA. For the NTA, the
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Table 3

Fig. 5 Mapping the relation among customer goals, CVFs, system features, test items, and test cases.

test cases are developed from the main flow and the alternate
flow of requirements as in traditional value-neutral testing.
For the LVTA, less 20% test cases are developed than NTA.
The test designer only develops test cases for the main flow
of requirements in order to reduce the number of test cases.
The VTA and LVTA can be enlarged or reduced by comparing the planned testing cost during project planning with
the estimated testing cost during test design. When the estimated testing costs are lower than the planned testing costs,
the VTA can be enlarged. When the estimated testing costs
are higher than the planned testing costs, the LVTA can be
enlarged in order to reduce the estimated testing costs.
Figure 5 presents the example of mapping the relation
among customer goals, CVFs, system features, system requirements, test items, and test cases.
For this case study, the VTA, NTA, and LVTA were determined as follows. The requirements that fell into the 20%
sector with high priorities (i.e., SR6 , SR5 , SR19 , and SR8 )
were assigned to the VTA. The requirements that fell into
the 20% sector with low priorities (i.e., SR2 , SR3 , SR1 , and
SR18 ) were assigned to the LVTA. The rest of the requirements were assigned to the NTA. Test cases were generated
diﬀerently for the diﬀerent areas based on the test design
strategy. For SR6 , more test cases were developed for checking the manager approvals of e-mails in order to ensure the
security requirements related to CVF9 . Test cases were also
added for CVF4 in order to verify that the contents of alarm
messages were appropriate and to make sure that alarm messages arrived in a timely fashion after managers’ approvals.
Table 3 presents a test case of SR6 . Additional test data and
attachments with many diﬀerent files sizes were used in order to increase the number of test cases for SR5 and SR19
beyond the number of test cases for traditional value-neutral
testing. On the other hand, the test cases for SR2 , SR3 , SR1 ,
and SR18 were reduced by limiting the amount of test data.

4.

A test case (checking alarm message) of SR6

Evaluation Method

The reason for considering customer value is to increase
customer satisfaction through eﬃcient tests. In order to assess customer satisfaction after the proposed method was
applied, we calculated the degree of customer dissatisfaction (DCD) related to defects. We pay our attention that
finding and eliminating the defects of high DCD raise customer satisfaction. We propose that DCD is calculated by
multiplying customer severity by defect severity. Customer
severity indicates the degree to which a customer considers
a defect to be severe. Defect severity is a classification of defects to indicate the degree of negative impact on the quality
of software. The test team or consultants who know the V2
approach calculate customer severity by analyzing the relationship between a defect and CVFs. The test team assigns
the defect severity. The formula is as follows:
DCD = Customer Severity × Defect Severity
x

DCDi = ( (Ri, j × weight CV F j ) + 1)
j=1

× (Defect Severity)i
where, Ri, j is the degree of correlation for Defecti and CVF j ,
weight CV F j is the weighted value of the CVF that was calculated in Step 2. The correlation (Ri, j ) is assessed on a scale
•
using the following symbols: ● (9: strong relationship), 
(3: moderate relationship), and  (1: weak relationship).
The defect severity is set using the following values: trivial (1), minor (2), major (3), and critical (4). If a defect is
not related to the CVFs and there is no ‘add 1’ in the formula, then the customer severity would be 0 regardless of
defect severity. In order to avoid this situation, we set 1 as
the minimum value of customer severity.
Figure 6 presents the calculation matrix of DCD in
project 1. The value of right parenthesis of CVF refers to the
weight of CVF in Step 2. For example, Defect1 is moder-
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Table 4

Fig. 6

Information of project development

Calculation matrix of DCD in Project 1

ately related to CVF11 , therefore customer severity is 1.147.
Defect1 is trivial (1) in the defect severity. The DCD of
Defect1 is 1.147 by multiplying customer severity by defect
severity.
5.

Results and Discussion

We applied the V2 model to three projects in Defense
Agency for Technology and Quality in Korea. Table 4 shows
the information of project development. Project 1 is a data
exchange system as we use a case study in Sect. 3. Project
period was four months. The users are over six hundreds.
It is developed in ASP and C#. Project 2 is a price information management system for defense acquisition. Project
period was seven months. The users are over one hundred.
It is developed in Java, JSP, and Flex. Project 3 is an assessment management system for defense research. Project
period is eight months. The users are over one thousand. It
is developed in Java and JSP.
Figure 7 presents the accumulation ratio of DCD on defects. The graph for ideal testing prioritization accumulates
DCD in order of the more amounts of DCD on detected defects. The graph for the V2 model testing prioritization accumulates DCD in order based on the prioritizations of test
items by the V2 model. The graph of traditional testing prioritization accumulates defects in order based on business
flow of test items. The graph of worst testing prioritization
accumulates DCD in order of the less amounts of DCD on
detected defects. The graph of the V2 model is adjacent to
ideal testing prioritization. The VTA, about 20% of all test
items, accounted for 67.4% of the total DCD in project 1,
59.2% in project 2, and 69.2% in project 3. We found out
that V2 model detects well defects which contain high DCD
in the VTA. When there is insuﬃcient time to test, the V2
model increases customer satisfaction by early finding out
defects related to CVFs and complementing them.
It is important to consider ROI during testing, because
there often is not enough time to support proper testing. As
a result, test designers look for ways to obtain better results from the same level of investment. Table 5 shows the

Fig. 7

Table 5

Accumulation ratio of DCD

The number of detected defects by applying the V2 model
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number of detected defects on the above mentioned three
projects. More defects were detected in the VTA than in
other test areas. The VTA accounted for 73.5% of the total
defects in project 1, 50.7% in project 2, and 55.6% in project
3. The requirements where customers put more value have
more complex logic and many functions. In addition, they
are frequently-used functions. Programmers tend to make
mistakes during programming requirements where the customer put more value due to the corresponding complexity.
When there is insuﬃcient time for testing, it is more eﬀective for the tester to test the VTA first from the view point of
finding out defects.
Although we have successfully applied and evaluated
the V2 model in several case studies, but there are some
threats to validity of these experiments as follows:
• Testers’ ability can aﬀect defect detection: We assumed that defects are detected through test cases regardless of the testers’ ability, because it is tested by
specified test cases. However, testers’ ability actually
aﬀects defect detection, when test cases are not specified in detail.
• CVF can conflict with other CVF: CVF can aﬀect other
CVF, for example customer value related to eﬃciency
can negatively influence on customer value related to
security. We do not consider mutual interference in
these experiments.
• The V 2 model can cost more than traditional software
development: We assumed that there is no diﬀerence in
the cost between the V2 model and traditional software
development. However, the V2 model can require considerably more time and eﬀort than traditional software
development without appropriate tool support, because
the V2 model has more steps for creating the artifacts
of CVFs, calculating the weight of CVFs, planning the
tests, and designing the tests than traditional software
development.
• For the same given CVFs of a system, diﬀerent test
teams may end up with diﬀerent test sets: There is no
formal algorithm to develop test cases. According to
test teams, test cases can be developed diﬀerently.
• We applied our proposed model to three projects. It
needs to apply more projects to generalize our method.
The results from our proposed V2 model correspond
to the results for ideal testing prioritization as depicted in
Fig. 7, however there was a gap. Project 2 had a larger gap
than the others, because many defects were detected in the
back end of the NTA. After further analysis, we discovered
that some of the requirements for the NTA were coarsely
developed due to a lack of development time. We need to
consider other factors in order to raise the early defect detection ratio.
We elicit CVFs and calculate the importance of CVFs
from customers in the V2 model. When customers have
no the experience, interest, or knowledge of the developing
software, they will not identify CVFs properly. If CVFs are
not well elicited and the importance of the CVFs is not prop-

erly calculated, it will aﬀect test design incorrectly. Then,
good test results cannot be achieved. It is needed to select
customers that have considerable experience of the domain
and to educate the customers about the V2 approach.
6.

Conclusion

This article presents the V2 model that reflects customer
value from requirements analysis to acceptance testing. The
V2 model embodies a method for eliciting customer values that is based on the CVH marketing model. We elicit
goals, CVFs and system features, and calculate customer
value systematically. As a result, the value-driven test design method focuses on test items that rated as important
based on customer values. It is important to achieve high
quality in areas that the customers view as valuable, because
customers are more dissatisfied when defects are detected in
these areas of the software. In order to ensure high quality
in these areas, test designers need to apply the V2 model.
We discovered that customer value is a critical indicator that is used to raise customer satisfaction and increase
test eﬃciency. After the application of the V2 model, the
cumulated DCD ratio of the V2 model testing prioritization
was adjacent to that of ideal testing prioritization. The V2
model increases customer satisfaction by complementing at
an early stage the detected defects that are highly related to
customer value. The V2 model will be eﬀective to develop
a system that considers customers’ preferences first. The
V2 model is more eﬃcient than traditional testing, because
more defects were detected early in VTA. The V2 model
can be used to develop an application or a prototype when
the time that is allocated for testing is inadequate.
For future studies, we plan to elaborate the V2 model
by applying it to additional industrial projects. To gain more
validation, it needs to be applied in many industries and various domains. We will extend the V2 model so that customer
value is considered during regression testing. More studies are needed in order to find eﬀective methods for eliciting and validating CVFs, because CVFs crucially influence
the V2 model. As big data and social networking services
(SNS) have been more pervasive, it has become possible to
use them to elicit the CVFs for general-purpose software.
In order to select the priority of CVFs and find valuable test
area, the Kano model [37] is considered to be applied during
requirements engineering, because the Kano model helps to
select attractive requirements and increase customer satisfaction.
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